
SICIS presents Vetrite Gem Glass
An attractive and prestigious collection in glass and polymers for interiors and hôtellerie



Mosaic

Furniture

Jewelry

The collection takes inspiration from natural gemstones. 
Joining the mosaic and furnishings, Vetrite Gem Glass 
adds a new category to the brand’s ever evolving 
universe. Vetrite Gem Glass is full of  SICIS’ bold audacity 
and authenticity, perfectly representing its artistic, 
eclectic and innovative spirit.

Vetrite Gem Glass collection amplifies 
designing with SICIS possibilities



Structure of the collection

_
38 gems
120x280 cm

_
3 thicknesses
6 ∙ 10 ∙ 12 mm

_
curved slabs
8 ∙ 10 ∙ 12 mm

_
4 finishings
chrome ∙ opalescent  
solid ∙ satin

_
bookmatch



Anne F., 
Interior Decorator

Private house 
in London

Private house 
in New York

Garey J., 
Architect

Albert M., 
Architect

Eclectic 
house in 
Bruxelles

Marianne O., 
Architect

Art hotel
in Tokyo

Arthur J.  
and Gary O.  
Architects

Private  
house  
in Dubai

Jian X., 
Interior Decorator

Luxury
hotel in 
Zurich

Architects and Interior 
Designers from different 
countries narrate 13 
individual projects form 
their personal perspective. 
A passionate collection 
of short stories in which 
the tales of the designers 
visually demonstrate their 
reasons why they’ve 
chosen Gem Glass for their 
projects whether private 
residences, showrooms, 
hotels, restaurants and 
clubs, Vetrite’s uses are 
immeasurable.

Launch concept



I’ve chosen Gem Glass…

Because it’s a very decorative and 
spectacular material that perfectly 
combines with SICIS furnishings



Because it comes 
in an extended 
variety of decorative 
patterns (38 colours 
and 4 finishes) that 
easily allow creative 
customisation

I’ve chosen Gem Glass…



Because it perfectly combines with 
SICIS mosaic, creating original and 
artistic works of art

I’ve chosen Gem Glass…



FIND OUT MORE ABOUT 
THE INSTALLATION OF 
SICIS LED PANEL SYSTEM

Because it can be backlit 
(opalescent finishing) with 
SICIS Led Panel system

I’ve chosen Gem Glass…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N_6UR5PaH9A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N_6UR5PaH9A


Because it is also available 
in curved slabs, single or 
two-sided, making sinuous 
flowing walls

I’ve chosen Gem Glass…
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Because the Gem Glass 
slabs can be curved

Up to 20 cm

I’ve chosen Gem Glass…



Because it is kaleidoscopic  
in bookmatched installations

I’ve chosen Gem Glass…



Because it can be 
easily cleaned 
and sanitized 
thanks to its 
perfectly smooth 
and non absorbent 
surface.  
Anti Bacterial 
treatment can be 
applied, making it 
the best product 
for High Touch 
areas such as 
spas, bathrooms 
and kitchens

I’ve chosen Gem Glass…



Because its properties can be 
modified depending on the 
application. Gem Glass contains 
borosilicate glass which can resist 
to thermal shock and can be used 
for kitchen tops

I’ve chosen Gem Glass…



Because it’s versatile: it can be cut, 
drilled, moulded and can be manufactured  
to create skirtings, working tops, tables, 
lamps and other architectural elements 
that the project’s require

I’ve chosen Gem Glass…



I’ve chosen Gem Glass…

Because the slabs can be cut 
in varying shapes and sizes 
to create original unlimited 
patterns



Because it is also ideal for swimming 
pools and humid environments such 
as bathrooms and spas

I’ve chosen Gem Glass…



With Vetrite Gem Glass, SICIS can 
stand out and astonish by creating 
a personal living style made of 
comfortable environments, full of 
artistic and scenographic features. 
The opalescent finishing and SICIS Led 
Panel system play an essential role 
in this because they offer architects a 
system that makes projects spectacular. 
The backlighting is a plus that large 
porcelain stoneware or marble slabs 
do not have.



Architects and interior designers from different countries are entrusted 
with the task of explaining the performances of Vetrite Gem Glass 
through the narration of thirteen projects*. Click here to download 

Vetrite Gem Glass catalogue

* FOR PRIVACY REASONS WE DON’T PUBLISH THE LOCATION OF THE PROJECTS AND THE NAME OF THE AUTHORS

BOX KIT

Catalogue

https://www.sicis.com/catalog/Vetrite-Gem-Glass/
https://www.sicis.com/catalog/Vetrite-Gem-Glass/
https://www.sicis.com/catalog/Vetrite-Gem-Glass/
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For further information do not hesitate to 
contact us, we will be happy to support 

your request.

Thank you

www.sicis.com

